
Discipline, on the other hand, arranges a positive economy; it poses the 
principle of a theoretically ever-growing use of time; exhaustion rather 
than use; it is a question of extracting, from time, ever more available 
moments and, from each moment, every more useful forces, (ibid., p.
154).

The basis of disciplinary mechanisms (6) is splitting the action into pieces as little 
as possible, then arranging those pieces of action into series, and finally combining those 
series into the totality of series. This happens on the level of the movement of the body 
and in terms of time and space.

Every single act of the body -  even a single movement of a member of the body (for 
example, one s ankle) — is divided into pieces, and the action is rehearsed be repeating 
those pieces again and again (that is army drilling). One action is combined to another 
(e.g. marching and taking cover) by repetition. And so on.

It is, however, not only the proper way of doing an action that is rehearsed, but also 
the proper time. An action is also divided so that every piece of action has the optimum 
time. Another form of time structuring is the strict daily timetable.

The mechanisms of structuring space are isolating: training is arranged in isolated 
places (e.g. soldiers live in barracks); localisation: every individual body is located in a 
certain, specific square -  one body for every square, one square for every body; function- 
alisation of place: every place is planned for specific function, there is no place without 
name, without function. The purpose of all this is to determine the place of an incividual 
in the whole system, to give him a specific place in the line.

Discipline means also control and classification. Every individual is classified according 
to his/her ability to do certain required actions in proper way and time. The actions are 
classified into different levels depending on their demands. The classification is by
tests, examinations and permanent surveillance, i.e. control.

We can briefly summarize Foucault’s argument: Discipline 1) produces a general for
mula for different actions by splitting those actions into specified pieces; 2) shapes indi
vidual bodies to perform those generalized actions; 3) classifies every individual according 
to his/her ability to perform the required actions, and 4) produces knowledge about indi
viduals by testing and surveilling them (7).

For our purposes, the main point from Foucault is that discipline is a general mech
anism of power working in modern society. Although the change in the late 18th century 
army is a central example for Foucault, he, on the one hand, claims that the disciplinary 
practice began to develop parallelly in different kinds of institutions (schools, hospitals, 
armies, factories) (Foucault 1977, p. 138-139), and, on the other hand, he sees this practice 
working constantly in all the major institutions of our society.

Ill

Surveillance and classification in connection with the disciplinary practice mean differ- 
entiative tendency "from above” in the conscript army. But there is another force causing 
differentiation, too, and it works ’’ from below” . All conscripts bring along into the army 
their "cultural self” , i.e. their social class, ethnical, religious, urban or rural, and also



subcultural background. From this basis conscripts signify and interpret their new social 
and cultural surroundings: clothes, weapons, orders given to them, their superiors and so 
on. This allows the formation of subcultural elements inside the army and thus a spectrum 
of significations and interpretations of the social reality of the army differing both from 
each other and from the official interpretation.

A concrete example of this is the attitude of working class boys to the military service. 
On the one hand, they consider it natural to go to the army due to the significance they give 
to the military service (” it is the ordeal in which real men are made” ) and themselves and 
their masculinity (” real men have to have guts to face ordeals” ). On the other hand, they, 
however, resist the demands of the army discipline by being idle, misunderstanding orders 
etc. That is their way of not giving up their identity and winning space for themselves.

IV

Michel Foucault’s analysis on disciplinary mechanisms of power brings us to ask: 
"What is the particular nature of conscription and the conscript army, if anything?” 
Namely, if the disciplinary procedure practiced in the army is similar to the mechanisms 
of power in other institutions of modern society, what then makes conscription and the 
army so special as a social institution?

One can claim that conscription and the conscript army concretely and radically 
generalize the disciplinary procedure by shaping and classifying every male citizen as a 
functional part of the military machine. This is not a particularly distinctive feature of 
the conscript army. For example, the school system (the comprehensive school) is as well 
generalizing.

I think that if we try to grasp the specifity of the military institution of our society, 
one way is to consider the conscript army a field of cultural encounter and struggle. The 
question is, then: ’’ What kind of institutional framework does the army offer to this 
struggle and encounter, i.e. how much flexibility there is in the structures?” I try to seek 
the answer by giving an example which is maybe a bit trivial, but which I find illustrating.

Dick Hedbidge has studied British youth subcultures (e.g. rastafarians, mods, skins, 
punks) from the point of view of style (Hedbidge 1979). He found out that the style 
has a position in a subculture as signifying practice, and that the style can be a form 
of resistance, ” a semiotic guerilla warfare” , as he says, following Umberto Eco. In this 
context the following claim is the most important:

Subcultural styles axe more usefully regarded as mutations and exten
sions of existing codes ... and above all they should be seen as meaningful 
mutations (ibid., p. 130-131).

Now it is clear that oppotunities for that kind of mutations and extensions are totally 
absent in the army. Everybody has to wear similar uniform in which only variable signs are 
those presenting one’s status in hierarchy. You cannot leave your buttons open or boots 
unpolished, you are not allowed to wear summer cap in the winter time. If you do so, you 
are punished.



This shows clearly the way the army and conscription works. What the authorities 
want is the denial of the conflicts both in cultural and political sense, and this denial is 
carried out by freezing the potential areas of conflict. This freezing is put into practice 
through concrete disciplinary force.

It can be claimed that also in other institution there is a tendency to deny potential 
cultural and political conflict through discipline. This is true, but I think that conscription, 
especially military service, is the most ’Pavlovian’ in this sense, meaning that the potential 
deviance is very closely tied up with surveillance and potential punishment: if you break 
the rule, you will be punished immediately.

Footnotes

1 The ideology problematics of althusser rises from the Marxist topic of the 
relationship between the infrastructure and superstructure. Althusser claims 
that is is possible to understand the essential nature of the superstructure 
only from the point of view of reproduction (Althusser 1971 a, p. 131), 
i.e. from that point of view how the conditions of production -  especially 
the existing relations of production -  are reproduced (ibid., p.123-124). He 
continues by stating that in Marxist tradition one of the main instances of 
the superstructure, the State, is considered as the State apparatus which is 
used as an appressive tool for maintaining the societal power of the bourgeois 
class (ibid., p. 131-132). In principle Althusser agrees, but he wants to 
make a more nuanced picture by making a distinction between the repressive 
State appratuses which work by the means of repression and violence and 
the ideological State apparatuses which work by the means of ideology (ibid., 
p.136-137, see also footnote No. 3).

2 The basis of Althusser’s concept of unconscious in his interpretation of the 
theories of Jacques Lacan who combined the psychoanalysis of Sigmund Freud 
with structural linguistics. The point of departure is this:

Lacan has shown that this transition from biological existence 
to human existence (the human child) is achieved within the 
Law of Order ... and that this Law of Order is confounded in 
its formal essence with the order of language (Althusser 1971 
b, p. 193).

Roughly speaking, the shift of an infant from the Imaginary order (pre- oedi- 
pal phase) to the Symbolic order, which is the order of objectifying language, 
allows him/her to consider himself/herself a coherent subject and to say -  to 
objectify: I, you, he/she, it. Correspondingly, everything from the Imaginary 
order that cannot be channelled to the framework of the Symbolic order forms 
the unconscious.

3 The distinction between repressive and ideological State appartuses is rather 
fundamental for Althusser. He sees for example the Government, the Admin
istration, the Army, the Police, the Courts and the Prisons as RSAs. The



IS As in modern society are religious ISA, the educational ISA, the family ISA, 
the legan ISA, the political ISA (incl. political parties), the trade union ISA, 
the communication ISA (mass media), the cultural ISA (Althusser 1971a p. 
136-137). In modern society the school is the most important ISA (ibid., p. 
149). When I am suggesting that also the army has a function as the ISA 
I have an intention to claim that the distinction between the RSDs and the 
ISAs is not so fundamental.

4 Foucault and Althusser have more or less conflicting points of view to the 
nature of power. Althusser clearly situates the power to certain institutions 
and considers it as property of the hegemonic social class, whereas for Fou
cault the power is a practice and a procedure. Foucault is interested in, as 
he says, "the political technology of the body” (Foucault 1977, p. 26). The 
purpose of this technology is to produce the body as a useful force, i.e. both 
as productive and as subjected; and this subjection is not carried out by vio
lence or ideology (ibid., p. 26). The main point, however, is that the political 
technology of the body

cannot be localized in a particular type of institution or state 
apparatuses ... What the appratuses and institutions operate 
is, in a sense, a micro-physics of power, whose field of validity 
is situated in a sense between these great functionings and the 
bodies themselves with their materiality and their forces (ibid., 
p. 26).

5 Foucault writes:

Discipline produces ’docile’ bodies. Discipline increases the 
forces of the body (in economic terms of utility) and dimin
ishes these same forces (in political term of obedience). In 
short it dissociates power from the body; on the one hand it 
turns it into an ’aptitude’ , a ’capacity’ , which it seeks to in
crease; on the other hand, it reserves the course of the energy, 
the power that might result from it, and turns it into relation 
of strict subjection ... disciplinary coercion establishes in the 
body the conscricting link between an increased aptitude and 
an increased domination (Foucault 1977, p. 138).

6 There are two illustrating, although limited examples of disciplinary prac
tices. The first is the systematic work of Fredrick Taylor for intensification 
and rationalisation of the industrial work process. This was the basis of the 
introduction of the assembly line. The second example is army drillings: how 
it makes the basis for both the traning of the soldiers and the combat tactics.

7 Foucault himself summarizes this way:



To sum up, it might be said that discipline creates out of the 
bodies it controls four types of individuality, or rather an indi
viduality that is endowed with four characteristics: it is cellular 
(by the play of spatial distribution), it is organic (by the cod
ing of activities), it is genetic (by the accumulation of time), 
it is combinatory (by the composition of forces). And, in do
ing so, it operates four great techniques: it draws up tables; it 
prescribes movements; it imposes exercises; lastly, in order to 
obtain the combination of forces, it arranges ’tactics’ . Tactics, 
the art of constructing, with located bodies, coded activities 
and trained aptitudes, mechanisms in which the product of 
the various forces is increased by their calculated combination 
are no doubt the highest form of disciplinary practice (Foucault 
1977, p. 167).
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Stelios Psomas

2.4. FORMS OF MILITARISATION OF THE SOCIETY

- THE SPECIAL CASE OF THE YOUTH

One of the main characteristics of the army is power. This power is not expressed just 
as the force of war machine, but also as social power of those who compose the mechanism 
which is called army. Of course soldiers -  who are considered by militarists as "live material 
of the armed forces” -  take no part in this social power. We refer to the managers of the 
’’ capital” -army, the permanent military officers. Military officers have always a rather 
prominent position is social hierarchy. They were always an elite within society.

Things are not so simple today. The militarists’ circle has been broadened. It doesn’t 
refer only to the military officers or the mercenaries, but also to all those technocrats and 
bureaucrats whose actions, jobs or lives are connected with the army and war. Today 
militarists -  in this term we enclose the above mentioned technocrats and bureaucrats as 
well -  are a social class with its own different interests, which is autonomised more and 
more from the rest of the society and obtains an increasing influence on social affairs. This 
influence is expressed in many ways. The action and influence of this social class of the 
militarists over society is called militarisation. This militarisation is understood in two 
ways today: direct and indirect.

We will try to show what we mean by taking the example of Greece. Generalizations 
and parallel thoughts can easily be made for other countries as well.

Greece has recently faced a dictatorship during the years 1967- 74. It is quite easy 
to understand that the army’s reputation was very bad after that period. Soon after the 
dictatorship, there was a strong effort to re-establish its reputation. Dictatorship was 
presented as a ’’ bad moment” of the history of the army, which is irreproachable in every 
way. They remembered that soldiers are part of the army as well. But soldiers are ’’our 
children” as well and they cannot be our enemies. They kept -  and keep -  on saying 
about ’’ national spirit” that unites army and people. The truth is that it took then many 
years to pass the perception. But with kind help from the socialist government — which 
propagandized that very strongly -  this perception is today a sovereign one in Greek 
society.

They managed that, by following the old but successful recipe of the ’’ exterior enemy” . 
In our case this was Turkey (which kept on giving irritations so that it could be given this 
role -  especially nowadays with the dictatorship in Turkey).

In this way the real role of the army as a ’’ continuous coup d’etat” over society is 
being hidden. It was also hidden that the army is used as a suppressive mechanism in the 
interior of a country and that it is an institution of preservation and reproduction of the 
social relations. The existence of the army is presented as a necessity for the defence of 
” our country” and of some "common ideals” of ours.

Today militarists have been purified and any existing inclination will fade away be
tween the ’’ dedicated” and ’’ democratic” military officers. Since they solved this problem, 
the road is open for the militarists to enjoy the "overvalue” of the invested "capital” .



What we call "direct militarisation” is easy to be understood. It concerns the contin
uous and graduated armaments which share a large part of the national budgets and cut 
off amounts from other social grantings. It also concerns the continuously developing arms 
industry which tends to be the ” locomotive” of economic development of the rich northern 
countries.

As direct forms of militarisation we could also mention the unbearable and humiliating 
military service (which is lengthened now in many European countries), the attempts 
to improve the militarists’ social and financial condition, the taking of mercenaries, the 
military- - and in some countries ” the students” -  marches whenever there is a national 
holiday.

What is really interesting to see, is the "indirect militarisation” . What do we mean 
by this?

The army -  as a branch and reflection of the society -  has some of its characteristics 
which determine it. We refer to characteristics such as hierarchy, discipline, homogeneity, 
uniformity and leveling of needs, submission and violence. The above mentioned charac
teristics are obviously not limited within the narrow borders of military camps or battle 
fields. They are spread all over society. But not so intensively. They find their extreme 
point in the army. According to us, “ indirect militarisation” , is the gradual impregnation 
of the society with these characteristics.

The phenomenon of the increasing influence of some social groups of technocrats and 
bureaucrats, becomes sovereign in our days. They don’t own the means of production, but 
they control the centers of decisions. They have the key-places in the hierarchical scale 
and they take all the important decisions. They were put in such positions as an exchange 
for their approval of the hierarchical system which follows them from the school and the 
university to the army and their whole lives.

Technocracy and bureaucracy are impregnated by all those characteristics that we 
mentioned above. They are based on the cornerstone of hierarchy without which they could 
not justify their leaders’ position and their domination over society. They need discipline
-  which in this case is translated as work discipline for the "inferior” They demand 
submission and the lack of dispute as concerning the way society is structured. Violence 
is an inseparable element of the cold technocratic logic. This violence may concern the 
arms technology, violence against nature, women, youth and anybody who doesn’t accept 
the technocratic options. They need homogeneity of thought, of appearance, of ideas the 
leveling of needs, so that they can direct more easily the thoughts and demands of their 
subjects and calm them through the ideology of consumption.

In other words we find in technocrats and bureaucrats all those characteristics that 
army has, and it becomes more and more difficult to distinguish between their logics which 
tend to be identical. There is a "mutual penetration” between militarists, technocrats, bu
reaucrats and their logics. This "mutual penetration” tends to identify them in a sovereign 
body of power, authority and infliction over society. This "mutual penetration” takes place 
under the extreme terms and the acceptance of that logic, that once would only meet in 
the army. The military structure of some political parties that possess or target the power, 
is a simple evidence of this fact.

Dominant classes always put their seal on institutions, they determine them - and are



determined by them. Consequently, we expect that the institutions and ’’needs” that this 
society prefers, must not only preserve it but also reproduce it. What we want to say is 
that the "indirect militarisation” that we talk about, is promoted by institutions such as 
science, technology, education, mass media or even athletics. Let’s try to make this more 
clear.

The time when war was a matter of some "brave men” , has passed for ever. Today the 
army is bound -  and mastered at the same time -  of technology. Modern mass destructive 
weapons require high technologies. That simply means that they need scientists and tech
nicians to work in the arms industry. It is well known that more than half of the scientists 
in USA, USSR and Europe work in one or the other way for the arms rare. It is also 
known that a lot of technological innovations have sprung from the research for military 
needs (computers is a well known example). Technology and science are so militarised 
today that they can no longer convince us about their social neutrality.

Things may be obvious for science and technology, but they are not so clear for other 
aspects of social life. The official educational systems for example are impregnated by the 
ideas of discipline, hierarchy and competition between students -  through graduation and 
marks. We could also refer to the compulsory character of the school -  exactly like the 
army is in the majority of countries -  and also to the leveling of the needs that students 
have in learning. A more obvious example is students’ marches that take place in some 
countries (e.g. Greece) or the students’ uniforms and restriction (see the recent example 
of Bulgaria). It is not casual that most people consider the army as the best "school” for 
a ” man” .

If school cannot impregnate the above mentioned "ideals” to students -  and fortu
nately it doesn’t manage it completely -  there are other ways as well. Mass athletics is 
maybe the most common way in our days.

We are witnesses of a campaign and a continuous propaganda made by governments for 
the developing of mass athletics. This mass athletics is promoted as the top of pacifism and 
the understanding between people from different countries. They have changed the need 
for playing, motion and liveness to a professional occupation or a consuming mania, and 
they try to convince us that competition for the victory and the championship promotes 
peace and brotherhood!

Maybe the most clear reference for the tight relation of mass athletics and militarism 
is found in the words of one of the "fathers" of athletics -  the man who inspired the 
restoration of Olympic Games -  Baron De Coupertin:

Athletics is one the most important elements that led to the victory (he 
refers to the First World War). I was dreaming of this kind of athletics, 
when 30 years ago I made a deal with Jules Simon for the athletic revival 
of France ... History will note this ascending procedure that permitted 
Democracy to write in 40 years the most marvelous colonial epic and to 
lead the youth despite the dangers of an extreme pacifism and freedom, 
to that mobilization of August 1914, which remains one of the most 
beautiful spectacles that Democracy offered to the world.

Or even the words of Karl Diehm, one of Hitler’s collaborators:



I will prove that the Olympic idea was born by a war spirit, and it cannot 
stay unfamiliar in a time when people defend their vital rights with the 
gun in their hands. Coupertin, the revivalist o f the Olympic Games had 
a soldier’s blood in his veins. He hated pacifism and all cloudy utopiae 
of peace.

Speaking about forms of militarisation we could also refer to the children’s war games 
and toys, or to the sauvinistic references in mass media, to the militarisation of civil service 
or even to the violent spirit of some movie plays (e.g. Rambo).

We would like to insist on a point that may concern some of us. More specifically on the 
ways that the military way of thinking has penetrated deep inside us and alienated even the 
language we use. It is really astonishing to hear a pacifist making plans on the ” strategic” 
he/she will use to ” fight” , to "neutralize” or to "defeat” militarism. The relation between 
army and politics is so tight that political language could not stay uninfluenced: "defensive 
or aggressive politics” , "fight for the rights” , "Victory of the democratic or other forces” . 
Phrases which belong to the military vocabulary and sound so known and harmless to our 
ears. An evidence that we accepted these meanings in our logic and culture.

The majority of what we mentioned above concerns mainly the youth. It is the youth 
that also faces the worst and most direct form of militarisation, that is to say the obligation 
to serve a military service.

Let’s be "refusers" and "objectors” to this condition. ” Refusers” and "objectors” to 
the army, the militarisation of society, the way this society is structured.

Let’s act on the grounds of our ’ conscience” . This "conscience" asks nothing more 
that our selfmanagement, our right to refuse and reject everything that kills our humanity 
and humiliates our lives and ideas.



3 SEXUAL ROLES AND CONSCRIPTION



Ellen Elster

3.1 CONSCRIPTION OF WOMEN

When enough men become co:s, it will become a problem to the military leaders. This 
again gets implications for women.

Among the reasons of being interested in recruiting women these days in the Western 
World, is the falling birth rates, but also the increasing numbers of co:s which means a 
recruiting problem for the existing forces. To-day defence-planners are worried. Lord Peter 
Carrington explains that the increasing conscientious objection is a result of the distance 
from the last world war. While General Bernhard Rogers finds it worrying that in NATO, 
consisting of democratic countries, the anti-defence and anti-nuclear movement are getting 
more influence in the society. "They are not any longer consisting of a few fanatics, but 
more serious and influential people” , he says (l).

Of course, I do not mean that men must stop saying no. After all as long as women 
have the position of not being actively involved in military activities, it ought to be easier 
to keep that position... Or, is it starting to get too late?

In this paper I am going to pose the following hypothesis:
Step by step the military gates are opening for women. This is happening, not in 

order to reach full equality between men and women, but because there is a military need 
for more manpower than what can be recruited among men. One day women will be able 
to do the same service as men, and within all duties. From that day on the voluntary 
service may be turned to conscription for women, if there is a military need.

The development in this field seems to go in that direction in Norway, as well as in 
several other western industrialized countries. In the following I will look closer at the 
actual development in various western countries in order to ground my hypothesis. In this 
connection I will also look at the concept ’’ conscription” .

The reason for looking closer at the development of the increasing military activities 
for women, will be to get a better idea of what direction the development might be taking, 
and to mobilize an opposition against it. I am afraid that so far too few voices have been 
raised. Maybe the concentration on nuclear protests have taken away the focus on women’s 
involvement in the military. In the meanwhile military authorities have had a peaceful time 
in planning their activities. Just to underline, I am not against people protesting against 
nuclear weapons, but I do see the link between the two issues, and the danger of excluding 
the one issue for the other.

The Background

Since 1961 military women within NATO-countries have been meeting each other 
in order to exchange experiences and possibilities for women to get more responsibilities 
within the military (3). First in 1976 they were taken serious by the male military leaders, 
and their meetings reached at that moment status directly under the authorities of the 
NATO’s military committee. The work for military status for women within most the 
member-states had started.



This was a time when the echo from the women’s liberation struggle for equal rights 
sounded through the North and the West of the world. Did the compliance of the women 
in the military and the opening of the military gates for women mean that the most 
patriarchal institution suddenly wanted to give women a chance?

There are many reasons behind this sudden change of attitudes, which means that 
this had not so much to do with liberation.

A very important element is the lack of manpower. A part from the increasing numbers 
of conscientious objectors, women in the industrialized countries are to-day choosing to give 
birth to less children than what happened the decade after the Second World War. The 
birth rates are now sinking dramatically. This will be noticed only in a ten years time when 
there won’t be enough recruits to the military if the to-day’s standard shall be maintained.

The following graphic (figure 3.1.1) shows the development of available 18 years old 
male recruits between 1980 and 2000 in Norway based on Norwegian Statistic Bureau’s 
birth prognosis (4). It shows that there will be lack of 8000 male conscripts in order to 
keep the standard of the military on the level decided by the politicians (5).

Although the number is not the same for other countries in Europe and north America, 
it corresponds with the tendencies.

There are also other elements concerning lack of manpower. The military tasks have 
in the course of this century changes. Modern highly technological weapons have taken the 
place from the equipment for the front-line trench. This, of course, has put a demand to 
the educational standard of the military staff. In the civil society women are competing for 
getting higher education, which means more women and less men get trained on a higher 
lever which again means that there are less men with higher education to be recruited to 
military positions. Especially have there been a need for medical professions. E.g. in West 
Germany this is the only area opened for women at the moment.

Gradual Opening

Since the beginning of 1970’s there have been a tendency slowly and successively to 
integrate women into the military in NATO-countries. This development was not initially 
meant to obtain full equality (6). A service report from NATO mentions that the female 
recruitment will increase till about 25% of the alliance’s members’ armies (7). Now were 
there any plans to let women compete with men within all duties. Women were excluded 
from combat duties, and as long as women were excluded, they were just not able to 
compete for advancement to central military positions.

At this stage women were recruited to areas where there have been difficulties to 
recruit men, e.g. dentists and medical professions. In Sweden, which is learning the lesson 
from NATO, women were recruited for pilot service, because there were a lack of pilot, 
though women were not allowed to conduct planes. Women were also recruited to other 
areas, e.g. administration, communication, in order to liberate men to other duties (6).

But military women in Norway were not satisfied to be treated as secondhand, and 
the military leaders frightened that the wanted number of recruited women should not be 
reached, if the service was not attractable enough. From 1985 the women were allowed 
to do all services on voluntary basis. This has been a gradual process from 1977 when 
the women could join the military restricted to non-combat duties, by opening up the one



area after the other. In 1985 it was stated that there were no principle objection to women 
entering all duties in the military, not even combat duty.

Combat Duty

It seems to me that in many other countries, the situation is the same. There are plans 
to expand the role of women in the military in Denmark, France, Greece, Luxembourg, 
Netherlands, Norway, Spain and USA of the NATO-countries (Appendix A, 4 & 17) and 
outside NATO we have got Sweden.

Theoretically women can enter all services to-day in Netherlands, Belgium, and Nor
way, while in Denmark and Sweden they are experimenting with the long-term goals of 
having no limitations (8) (Appendix A, 3).

Combat duty seems, however, to be a flexible concept. It varies from country to 
country and maybe also within the respective countries according to the situation. In 
USA the service for women is limited to non-combat duty, but women can do service on 
ships and in planes. In Norway this defined as combat duty (8).

Also in Britain women are limited to non-combat positions. This has not stopped 
sending women to Northern Ireland, where they are meant to do patrol-duty. Sometimes



women are forced into combat situations. From the beginning of 1980 British women were 
getting trained in use of weapons for self-defence. But they are still limited to non-combat 
positions (9).

Local Varieties

Although the tendency is the same in the NATO-countries as the rest of the West
ern World, there are also many local differences. Some countries conscript men to the 
army, other countries have got a professional army. Some places they have got their own 
women’s corps, other places women take part in the ordinary divisions together with men. 
(Appendix A, 5- 10).

In Italy, Iceland and Luxembourg there are no service for women. In Portugal, Spain 
and Greece only nurses are recruited for service, els well as West Germany where female 
medical staff are recruited. In Turkey only a handful of specialists (i.e. officers) are 
servicing (8). Switzerland have expressed a need for involving women in the military, but 
only in supporting roles. From 1985 the women’s status in the military was therefore 
changes from Women’s Auxiliary Service to Military Women’s Service in order to increase 
the falling recruitment of women (10).

There are reasons to believe that the development of women’s entrance to the military 
will vary depending on what positions women haven got in the society. It is acceptable that 
women can work outside home, or are they expected to stay home to look after children? I 
would also think that this development will be dependent on the country’s military policy, 
if the country is a member of a military alliance, or if it is striving for military neutrality, 
etc. Lastly the geographical position of a country will be derisive for the need of women 
in a world which consist of friends and enemies seen in a military perspective.

Two Sides of Recruiting Women

I mentioned that there is a goal to reach 25% women’s participation among the NATO- 
countries. I think, however, that there is no concrete work to reach this goal very soon. 
The percent increase of women is very slow. (See the table below.)

In this respect the USA has got a leading position. Here the number had reached 
7,4% of the total forces in 1979. In 1980 it was expected to reach 11% in 1983 and 12% in 
1985. The actual figure in 1985 is 9,5% (11, 12). (Appendix B, 3a).

I think this might give us a picture of the double attitudes toward women’s partici
pation in the military. On the one hand they are needed to fill empty holes. On the other 
hand women’s participation represents after all many problems like possible pregnancies, 
economical burden in building facilities for women, the women’s challenging masculinity. 
At the moment as the manpower crises has not yet reached the top, the development can 
be conducted carefully in order to prepare of manipulate the public opinion.

Conscription of Women

As we are getting nearer the year 2000, more women are getting involved in the 
military, more positions are opened for them, while the male participation is sinking. I



Table
1980 1985

USA 7,4%
(150.000)

9,5%
(201.210)

Canada 7,7%
( 6.113)

8,5%
( 6.998)

Britain 4,9%
( 16.209)

5,1%
( 16.576)

Denmark 1,2%
( 354)

2,4%
( 708)

France 2,4
( 13.500)

Netherlands less than 1% 
( 952)

1,4%
( 1.409)

Norway less than 1% 
(ab. 250)

1,2%
( 461)

Belgium 3,8%
( 3.457)

West Germany 0,02% 
( 106)

Greece 0,95%
( 1.618)

(The total figures show the variations between the size 
of the military forces between the countries.
However one must also take into consideration the 
number of each country’s population.)

have through the years argued that there will be a military need for conscripting women 
by this time.

It is said that the time is not mature to-day, which I interpret as: in the meanwhile 
the necessary changes of the physical requirements can be done, while the public opinion 
are getting used to the thought of women in uniform, as women are getting more involved. 
I think that they might be frightened for the opposition this suggestion might cause. My 
argument has been never been contradicted, nor has it never been confirmed.



I have, however, altered my argument as times have passed. I think to-day that 
military authorities rather would like to find other solutions to military conscription, and 
rather keep the voluntary service by making it attractable enough for women, or maybe 
widen conscription to also include a kind of civil and/or social service. In this way they 
can control the intake of women to the military. I will get back to this point later.

Looking outside Norway the Danish Council of Equal Rights says that there are no 
plans of introducing conscription in Denmark for women, at least not until the experiment 
of women in combat duty is finally terminated (13). In Switzerland they think that military 
conscription would never find enough interests (10). In Britain it is very unlikely as there 
is no conscription for men. But it is mentioned that there exists a form of economic 
conscription by offering unemployed work in the military forces (9). There are no plans of 
conscription in Sweden, Netherlands, Canada. They try to find other solutions instead.

Most resonance internationally got the discussion about draft registration for women 
in the USA when this was to be introduced for men in the beginning of 1980. This cre
ated a problem for many American feminists who maybe intuitively were against military 
participation for women. At the same time they worked for the establishing of an act of 
equal rights (ERA), so how could they go against the drafting of women while the men 
were drafted? When Ronald Reagan entered the presidential chair, the ERA was voted 
down, and the draft for women was not an issue any longer.

Similar noise was created in West Germany when Alice Schwarzer used her feminist 
magazine "Emma” saying that women should conquer the last male-dominated bastion of 
power in the name of liberation. From the part of the authorities there are no such plans 
as this is prohibited by constitution. However there exists an emergency law which gives 
the permission to conscript women )14).

Emergency Laws

There are emergency laws in all countries, which say what to do in crises or in pressed 
situations and during wars. In many laws women are included. We know, from earlier 
wars, that women will be conscripted if needed. Many military women have found it 
cynical that women could be called out in emergency, and not being prepared for it during 
peacetime.

Conscription to Other Services

In many countries women can be conscripted to do civil service. Some of the countries 
are Norway and Sweden which have a similar system, where all inhabitants between 16 and 
65 years old can be called for service. It is illegal to object, but you can be exempted for 
social reasons, e.g. childcare. In Denamark and Switzerland there is a voluntary service. 
In Switzerland the plan for an obligatory education of women on security policy, total 
defence system, behavior in shelters. This might be a reality already from 1986 (10).

In Belgium we have got that strange situation that women in the peace movement 
are trying to obtain status as co:s, and ask for civil defence service sis alternative service. 
This is to counteract the increasing demands put on women to enter the army. A possible 
alternative to female volunteer in the army could be the entry of women as full-time



employees into civil defence structure. In addition to be a professional outlet for women, 
it could also make a possible real collective form of defence of the country, covering both 
a (hypothetical) attack by an external enemy, and the protection of the environment (15), 
they think.

(I am not able to understand this kind of thinking from a women’s group in the peace 
movement! I will say more about this later.)

In Belgium there are at the moment attempts to form a confederation of civilian 
service for young people in order to obtain status as co:s for all: men, women, foreigners 
etc (16).

Further the Belgian Minister of Domestics has newly proposed a civil service, a kind 
of community service, on voluntary basis for all young people who are not fit for going to 
the army. This attempt is aimed at those who are exempted from the military, as well 
as for young women and people from other countries now living in Belgium at the age of 
18-27 years (16).

A similar proposal has been suggested in Norway from different sources: from the 
military in order to solve the manpower crises, to my opinion this must mean that the 
military pick the people it needs for its purposes, and the rest do its service in other parts 
of the total defence and/or within the health and social services. But the suggestion has 
also come from people and groups who are worried about the future health and social 
services, and especially with the growing numbers of old people that will reach a peak 
around the year 2000. I do not think that the last group has thought very much about the 
implications by connecting health and social services to the military systems (17).

Also in the Netherlands there are proposals of doing a kind of social service which is 
mentioned to be an integrated part of the military.

But we also know this community service from the last World War, especially in the 
USA and Britain where women were called out to keep both the civil and war production 
running while the men were out fighting.

On the Concept ” Conscription”

At this point I feel I have to clarify the concept "conscription” . Is it only related to 
military services, or may it also relate to service for the total defence?

Norwegian authorities look at "conscription” as a concept only related to the military 
service, because the military defence differs qualitatively from the rest of the total defence. 
Other services are regarded as substitutes (18).

As I interpret it, other services as civil defence service, civilian defence service, social 
or community service, which are imposed on the individual, are substituting the military 
service. Or in other words, it is a service you do if you by one or another reason do not 
do your military service.

I cannot agree with this way of looking at "conscription” . Just because they are 
substitute services, they have to be included in the wider concept of "conscription” and 
seen in the context of the total defence. Rightly enough the military is regarded as most 
important, and therefore, will be given priority if in conflict with other parts of the total 
defence. While the rest of the total defence has more supportive role for the military 
defence, and justify its existence.



To me it seems, therefore, to be lacking logic to reject one part of the total defence, 
and accept other parts of the total defence. Both services in the health and social system 
and civil defence will in this respect support the belief that it is possible to repair the 
sufferings during a modern warfare. I think that the winner of the year’s Nobel Peace 
Prize has documented well enough that this is not possible.

The thought of community service also bring an appeal that this is necessary because 
of the problem of the increasing numbers of old people in the society. I would like to 
put it in another way: It is a way to reinforce women’s feelings of guilt, since they are 
not able to do their duties given by the society. To my opinion the solution is not to 
introduce a community or a social service. Nor is the solution for women to turn back to 
home. First of all it is a responsibility for both men and women. Secondly the problem is 
created by the way we organize our society. This means that a highly industrialized and 
technological society where effectiveness is the measure of how well-functioning you are, 
is not the answer. This is also interrelated with the type of defence we have got. Our 
military defence has developed to defending the type of society we have got to-day. A 
change of society will also demand a change of defence, a defence which will be a reflection 
of the good society.

With this in mind I want to end by quoting parts of a statement on total resistance 
to military service, issued by an international conference on Women and Militarism in 
Scotland in 1980, which I still see as relevant (19):

Women committed to anti-militarism and feminism believe that total re
sistance to military service is the necessary role for all women challenged 
by the military structure in society. ... Militarism is an expression of a 
male structure and male violence imposed against society to the detri
ment of all and in particular women. ... Women cannot accept a passive 
role in society but they must recognise that women must emerge as a 
critical force challenging the established structure dominated by mili
tarism, but they cannot relate emancipation to the same role adopted 
by men and reject the need to imitate them. ...

-  The acceptance of alternative service ... cannot change the author
itarian, hierarchical and oppressive society represented and uphold by 
militarism. ...

-  ... By accepting non-combat duties, women will then free the men 
conscripts for concentrated combat training and will have put themselves 
into a supporting role.

-  It is equally probable that women will be called up to work in civil 
defence, which is likely to appeal to them because it appears to be 
based on human needs which reflect their traditional role els nurturers.
We reject this position with equal vigor since it is only a part of the war 
machine and the myth of global defence.



We therefore believe that the possibility of alternative service provided 
for women co:s cannot be accepted, and that they have no alternative 
other than to reject any form of conscription with the military.......”
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Bernadette Ridard

3.2 WOMEN AND MILITARISM

The present discussion on Women and Militarism is supported by three factors at 
least: first, the women’s movement in the seventies which certainly influenced the peace 
movement to some extent, secondly, the present trend to recruit and conscript women 
in many and most European countries, following the USA, and thirdly, the recent politi
cal situation involving the NATO decision to deploy Cruise and Pershing missiles, which 
mobilized millions of people, millions of women in the struggle for peace and against the 
threat of an atomic war and a war at all; the best known examples are Comiso in Italy, 
Greenham Common in Great Britain and Pentagon actions in the USA.

Most of what will be said here applies mostly in the western countries (within or 
outside NATO), plus Israel and maybe South Africa where white women are also to be 
conscripted. Not that militarism does not affect women in other parts of the world: the 
Warsaw Pact countries do have women in their armies and many third world countries have 
seen women involved either in the regular army or in a revolutionary one. In Kampuchea, 
women and children were sent ahead of the soldiers, in order to excite these to fight. 
Vietnam, Libya, Iran, Nicaragua, Algeria have ” familiarized” us with pictures of women 
carrying weapons and sharing war activities. But western world is where we live and what 
we know better.

Women and Militarism is not a new issue. Women were deeply involved in the First 
and Second World Wars which could not have fought without their work and support. 
Women, then, replaced the men at home, at work, in armament factories, women nursed 
the wounded soldiers, women bore sons who became soldiers, women helped maintain the 
moral of the troops. Already in the First World War did women get recruited in a few 
countries. A good example is offered by Finland where the organization "Lotta Svard” 
was created in 1918 with the purpose of taking over all the tasks and duties which did 
not absolutely require men, so that the men could fight. Plans to recruit women in Great 
Britain and Germany did not come to realization because the war ended.

In the same way as there were women to support the wax efforts in their own country, 
there were women to object to it. In countries like Great Britain and Germany, the issue 
was discussed at length by women who were, at the time, involved in the struggle for the 
right to vote. In 1915, a women’s peace conference took place in the Hague, where the 
participants worked out a 14 point statement, which did not receive much recognition but 
was taken over by President Wilson later. In 1919, the International Women’s League for 
Peace and Freedom was created; its politics was based on a feminine pacifism assuming 
that women had a special role to play for peace. Many of the differences and arguments 
one comes across today in the women’s and in the peace movement were already raised at 
the time and led to political splits within the women’s movement at large and among the 
women who were opposing the war.

Women in the Military

All armies have had to rely on women as labor force, in uniform or not. Women are 
cleaners, cooks, secretaries, nurses. In countries like France and Great Britain, they wear
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a uniform, but not in West Germany. However, the new trend observed since the early 
seventies is that the Western countries are trying to integrate women in the actual forces, 
the last male bastion, where they would receive the same training and share most of the 
work. It is being done by most European countries step by step on a small scale: either 
women are actually recruited on a voluntary basis, or laws are passed in order to allow 
the recruitment of women if necessary. Iceland, Spain and Portugal seem to be the only 
countries without even a law on this. Germany will have a change in constitution and 
steps are being taken in that direction. But France is already conscripting women on a 
voluntary basis, Turkey, not otherwise very supportive of women’s emancipation, disposes 
of female officers, some of them being pilots of military planes. Holland and Belgium have 
no limitations to the involvement of women in the forces, whereas the USA, which have 
achieved the integration on the broadest scale, opening even all the officers’ Academies to 
women, will not let women fight on the actual front line, whatever that means.

The various ways of recruiting or employing women in the military can be summed 
up as follows:

Women employed in traditional professions, as civilian labor or in uniform.

Women integrated as soldiers in the forces, either on equal terms with the
men or confined to special corps and special duties.

National service, either armed of not, in the military or outside the military.

Voluntary of compulsory national service.

The military are facesd with the problem of making the best use of women, to get 
the support of the public opinion which is not always sympathetic to the idea of women in 
uniform and at arms (like in West Germany) and to get the right kind of reaction from the 
male soldiers who are members of a male army and may find women to be a provocation 
to their own pride more that anything else. At the back of all this is what they avoid 
mentioning, but what we must not forget: they are preparing for war, want efficient forces 
and soldiers and will integrate women in the way which serve them, not women.

As we all know, militarism defines structures which go far beyond the army itself and 
affect women, too. Therefore is would be wrong to pretend that women have no say in 
militarism, because they are not conscripted. But already before the First World War, one 
male argument for opposing the vote for women was that women did not play a part, in the 
armed defence of their country. Not so long ago, women in France were asked why they 
attended an antimilitarist meeting, since they could not be conscientious objectors. And 
more recently, as the discussion on women in the military grew in West Germany, some of 
the young women favoring the idea of joining, argued that their boyfriend would then have 
to listen to them on the military issue. Indeed, it is unfortunate that conscription should 
get overvalued in the sense that it gives men the right to discuss military questions. It is 
true that conscription gives men at least the possibility to take a stand and give a concrete 
proof of their political ideas by becoming conscientious objectors, whereas women have no 
concrete institutionalized form of resistance. Since militarism is more than conscription, 
we must make sure that all forms of resisting militarism be equally valued. I emphasize 
this, because it comes up regularly and cannot lead to campaigning for the conscription of



women, as if there were no other ways of struggling for peace than by being a conscientious 
objector.

Political Response from Women

From the point of view of women, the present situation could be described as follows: 
The military are in the process of integrating women in the forces at two levels. One level 
consists of attracting women in to the forces with promises of good jobs, untypical jobs and 
better educational opportunities. On the Background of the wide-scaled unemployment, 
women may be tempted by a job  possibility as well as by the challenge of joining a male 
institution and prove what they can. Besides, some women consider the military as a 
political power which they can only share if they are let into the forces.

The other level is to recruit women for a national service. This may mean that women 
will be conscripted like the men. However, it is more likely to believe that women will be 
doing some unarmed service in the civilian defence or some similar area, being then used in 
their usual role as helper, as second class citizen getting second rate jobs. The idea at the 
back of this being that women could replace men in the positions which do not necessarily 
require men, who might be better used in other functions such as fighting.

From a certain angle, it is true that women are excluded from the military for sexist 
reasons, as Alice Schwarzer in West Germany puts it. It is also true that to accede to 
positions which were exclusively reserved to men in the past may appear to women as an 
improvement of their situation by obtaining the same rights as men.

But one must not forget that the military, based on hierarchy, obedience and discipline, 
is at the opposite of the feminist idea of emancipation and liberation from male domination. 
And obviously, the military are never going to turn into an experimental field for women’s 
emancipation. Their goal is a different one. They have always started to enlist or conscript 
women when there was a war or the threat of one. The best examples at present are Israel 
and South Africa. The fact that the NATO countries are recruiting women in the name 
of peace should not deceit us.

The challenge of the military to women must be to make women aware of the fact 
that it is not possible to dissociate feminist politics on the one side and other politics on 
the other. It is what NOW (National Organization of Women) in the USA has been doing 
by supporting the opening of the forces to women, without discussing the military itself. 
In West Germany Alice Schwarzer has been going in the same direction, demanding that 
women be allowed into all the institutions. However, she also said that, if she were a man, 
she would be a conscientious objector. It may be a way out of this political dilemma, 
but she has not been followed by many because it is obvious that campaigning for the 
integration of women into the military means supporting the military. And of course there 
are women willing to support them, such as Christa Meeves in West Germany, suggesting 
that women, without children at 30 or 35, should serve in the military: either you bear a 
soldier or you become one.

Further to the illusion that the military could be a normal employer, or that women 
might share more power as soldiers, some women believe or would like to believe that 
women could humanize the military. This would mean that women were stronger than the 
structures and able to change them. The film "Women Soldiers” has shown clearly how



women who were first solidary, at the beginning of their traing, ended up relating to each 
other in this oppressive hierarchical manner, the one ordering and bullying the other.

Beyond the actual military structures, women pointed out two particular aspects: 
the defence ideology is based on the fact that women are being protected by the men 
against the male enemies who might rape and even kill them. This is more concrete 
than the defence of a mother nation in many cases. I think it is more important than it 
may seem at first. Earlier, the roles of childbearing and defending were totally separated 
according to the genders and were even seen as the "natural” roles of men and women. 
What happens when married women and mothers become soldiers? When women start 
defending themselves? How can the military authorities compensate for the need of a 
moral support, of ideological elements which had been provided by the women at home? 
Are men able to go through so much strain, tension, suffering with women fighting at their 
side? Israel, the only country where women soldiers once fought at the front, had to give 
that up, because it was demoralizing the male soldiers to see women dying in front of them; 
besides, it made the male enemies more aggressive.

The role of women as the ever-helping hand has already been mentioned in the context 
of a national service. An unarmed service may appear much too conventional to women, 
compared to the idea of a military service. But a further aspect to be analyzed is when 
and why women are called up. The experience of the World Wars and of many liberation 
wars has shown that women were always sent back home, when no longer needed. No 
matter how efficient they had been, they were sent back home, as soon as everything was 
back to "normal” . Many German women are presently objecting to this, underlining that 
they are not a "reserve army” which can be called when necessary, in this case because 
the military are in needs if labour.

On the one hand, birth rates are falling down and the number of young men likely to 
be conscripted is decreasing. But on the other hand -  and women should not oversee it -  
the structures of war have changed, war requires every citizen within the so called global 
defence which embraces the military and the civilian concepts of defence. Therefore, after 
years of discrimination and despise of women, the military have to change their attitude 
and spend time and money on researching on the women’s contribution to the military in 
the past, on their physical and psychological features and capacities. Parallel to those who 
still hold nothing much of women such as US General Lewis B. Hershey: ” Not doubt that 
women can do a great deal for the forces, men in wheelchairs too. But one cannot expect 
that the forces have the need for a whole company in wheelchair” , we find all those who 
seem to discover how reliable, responsible, etc women are. Many studies made in the USA 
are praising the physical abilities of women (resistance, etc) as well as their psychological 
abilities such as being supportive, community oriented rather than individualistic, less 
addicted to drugs and alcohol.

The dilemma of the military lies in the following contradiction: They have been 
despising women for decades, have remained a male bastion, the last one in many countries, 
but nowadays they are looking for all sorts of arguments to attract women in their own 
ranks. Cynthia Enloe warns women from too much illusion: ’’ Women may serve the 
military, but they can never be permitted to become the military. They must remain 
camp followers.”



Nevertheless, there will be women to join and fight for their equal rights within the 
forces. Not necessarily because they identify themselves with the military institution as 
such, but because they see first of all a challenge, which they want to take up. We have 
to understand that women on the whole suffer from the necessity to prove that they are 
just as good, just as clever, just as efficient as the men. It is true for all professions and it 
is inherent to the society we live in, which is basically male-oriented. This might create a 
political dilemma for some feminists who are not in agreement with the military but may 
wish to support the women’s struggle within the military as in other professional areas. 
It is not possible to discuss this problem at length, but Cynthia Enloe gives a good view 
of it: Putting our efforts into gaining equal opportunities for those women who are used 
most directly by the military only perpetrates the notion that the military is so central to 
the entire social order that it is only when women gain access to it that they can hope to 
fulfill their aspirations.”

Women and Peace

In the recent years, hundreds and thousands of women have become involved into the 
peace movement and demonstrated against the deployment of missiles in Europe, against 
the role of NATO and the threat of an atomic war, and against the role they are meant 
to play in the war planning. It has given women an opportunity to inform themselves 
on military politics at laxge and this is an important step towards their emancipation in 
terms of political participation and responsibility. The more so when these women started 
as "ordinary housewives and mothers” who got to realize that they also had something 
to tell and could stand for themselves. Because of the variety of women involved in the 
peace movement and the variety of political backgrounds, it is not possible to speak of 
the Women’s Peace Movement as such. I wish to point out here some of the issues and 
arguments raised in discussions and which do speak for political and ideological differences. 
Some of these issues have been already discussed by women since before the First World 
War and cannot find any answer.

Apart from possible different analyses as to the political background of an atomic war 
and the deployment of missiles, the recruiting and conscripting of women in the defence, 
the role of women in the civilian defence and the political role of the country the women 
happen to live in, one finds differences and disagreements on many a matter. An important 
one relates to the ’’ peacefulness” of women. Are women naturally more peaceful, or is this 
so called peacefulness the result of a long existing social and political passivity? Do women 
have a special role to play for peace, because they bear children? Does motherhood give 
women a really different approach to life and death, peace and war?

In the same way, the question has to be raised regarding men: Are men naturally 
violent and war-addicted? Are weapons and wars the consequence of patriarchy alone? Is 
peace a biological issue?

Another point raised can be resumed as follows: Women are not struggling for the 
same peace as men. Women are at war with male violence and male institutions, and 
there is no peace for women as long as they are raped, oppressed, beaten etc. It led to a 
political debate "small wars vs big wars” in West Germany. In the same way, black women



in Great Britain made the point that peace for them meant something different than for 
white women. It does involve political differences as to the focuses women may choose.

On the background that women have always been confined to a passive and peaceful 
role and that ’’women and violence” has remained a taboo in most societies, some women 
have been very critical of the fact that women would ’’ naturally” limit themselves to 
nonviolent actions or adopt action forms which seem to be the sheer expression of their 
daily oppression, such as lying on the ground in front of the police in Greenham Common.

A further point to be mentioned here is of course not new at all. It refers to the 
actual meaning of emancipation and equal rights and has been raised in relation to the 
military themselves. Should women get equal duties, because they are demanding their 
equal rights? Should they be conscripted, because they want to be otherwise equal? Two 
remarks could put it into another perspective: Women are nowhere equal to men, legally 
or in reality; men will never bear children.

All these aspects are very important in order to understand the way women tackle 
the peace issue. It is more than a war threat, it is the struggle for their own liberation 
linked with the struggle against the military machine. It does not mean that women have 
a special analysis of all political events, but they do have a different approach because 
their position in society is different from men.

Women should not have to justify their political involvement in military matters, nei
ther should they have to justify the fact that they have a different approach and different 
arguments about the issue of women and militarism. All future work in our organizations 
and groups should also include these two aspects: put forward the various ways in which 
women are affected by the military and enlarge the political debate on militarism by includ
ing the arguments raised by women, especially if this future work involves the counselling 
of women as to whether they should go into the military or not, become conscientious 
objectors or not.



Leila Rasanen

3.3. COMMENTARY ON CONSCRIPTION OF WOMEN

Conscription of women has not been under consideration in the Nordic countries. 
However the emancipation of women in the 70’s has made it necessary to redefine the 
relationship between women and the military system.

The integration of women into the labour market was followed by women’s pursuit 
of equal employment opportunities. State bodies to promote equality between the sexes 
were established. A political ideology of equality between the sexes grew up. In the late 
70’s all the Nordic countries except Finland had passed new special legistation to abolish 
discrimination based on sex. Administrative programs to further equality in public policies 
and personnel policies were started especially in Sweden, later on in Norway and to a lesser 
extent also in Finland and Denmark.

Women made their way even to those jobs which have to deal with violence such as 
the police or prison guards.

In these political, legal and administrative developments the rights and duties of 
women towards the army had to be redefined. I will try to point out some crucial factors 
in the process of redefination with examples from Sweden and Finland.

In Sweden an official report on Employment of Women in the Defence was completed 
in 1977. The report suggested that women should be given equal access to all leadership 
positions within the military under equal conditions with men. Applicants to these p osi
tions should undergo training corresponding to that given to men during military service. 
Equal access not only to civilian posts as before but also to combat units and functions. 
The proposals were admitted by the Parliament in 1977/78. The reform would be carried 
out stepwise. The Swedish Government asked for official statements. The suggestions 
were supported e.g. by a major part of women’s organizations including the organization 
of social democratic women, and by central labour unions. E.g the State Committee on 
equality (between sexes) considered the recruiting of women to combat and semicombat 
positions a positive sign of conscious effort to promote equal employment opportunities 
corresponding to those outside of the army. The doubts of the opposition came from the 
leaders of the army itself and from some of the conservative women’s organizations.

It can be said that women’s integration to the military system in Sweden was pre
sented and understood in terms of promoting equality between sexes and supported by 
the majority of the agents of equal employment opportunity. This is not to say that there 
were no other interests behind the reform. E.g. the council for psychological defence stated 
that access of women to leadership positions may affect positively the attitude of women 
towards the defence in general. In Denmark the decreasing birth rates and lack of males 
were pointed out. In Finland the developoments have been somewhat different. Already in 
1970 a State Committee composed mostly of women porposed that a special organization 
should be developed to train and mobilize women to take care of various civilian functions 
in time of crisis including war. The background of this proposal was the model of partici
pation of women in civilian functions within the army during the Second World War. The 
crucial issue was the need of female labour and participation in times of war and crisis.



The proposals were never admitted. However, corresponding calculations of the need 
of female labour during wartime and times of so calles crisis have been updated through 
the 70’s by the Defence Forces as well as the need of special legislation to allow training 
of women in peacetime. The counter argument has been that this type of legislation 
is unnecessary and that building up this kind of training of women favours militaristic 
propaganda.

Redefining the role of women towards the army has been actualized in the preparatory 
work of the Government program to advance equality between women and men during 
UN Women’s Decade, legislation concerning Unifil forces, a new law concerning equality 
between women and men and the ratification of the UN Convention of the Elimination 
of All Forms of Discrimination against Women. The State Council for Equality which 
has been an agent in these developments except the UNIFIL legislation has formulated 
its policy so that equal employment opportunities of women in the civilian branch of the 
Defence Forces have to be realized but women should not be accepted to any kind of 
functions within the military organizations or combat units of the Defence Forces. This 
policy has been carried out so far except the new UNIFIL legislation.

In the preparations for the ratification of the above mentioned UN Convention the 
Council for Equality defined the relation between elimination of discrimination of women 
and the restriction of women from all kinds of training and employment concerning oper
ative functions or military functions in the following way. In Article 1 of the Convention 
discrimination is defined in terms of human rights and fundamental freedoms. The UN 
Charter and Human Rights Conventions do not include the right to take part in combat 
functions or military functions as a human right or fundamental freedom. So restrictions 
of this kind are not violations of the Convention.

Equality between sexes has not been understood as equal access to training and em
ployment in all kinds of functions in the armed forces. On the contrary the women s 
movement has often stated that full equality means rather a lessening of the burden of 
conscription from the shoulders of men.



Aki Hietanen

3.4 WOMEN IN THE MILITARY SYSTEM.

HISTORICAL MYTHS AND CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS

1. Introduction

Few men, and perhaps no women, have seen as much as I have of the 
horrors of war.

Florence Nightingale, 1899

From the famous Deborah, who succeeded Moses and Joshua, to the two 
Frei sisters, who fought so valiantly in our republican armies, not a single 
century has passed which has not produced a woman warrior. See how 
Thomyris, queen of the Scythians, battles and conquers the great Cyrus; 
the Marullus girl chases the Turks from Stylimene. Catherine Lisse saves 
the city of Amiens; the wife of Dubarry defends Leucate against Henry 
III; Joan of Arc, who forced the English to flee before her, shamed them 
into raising the siege of Orleans. ... I will remind you of the virile and 
warriorlike vigor of that colony of Amazons whose existence has been 
cast into doubt because of people’s jealousy of women.

La femme Monic, Paris 1793

The needs of World War I Were the impetus for utilizing military women 
in non-nursing roles for the first time in western history.

Patricia J. Thomas, 1978
These contradictory evaluations of the role played by women in the military system 

may serve as points of departure for the present analysis. The myth of the Amazons and 
Jean d’Arc as archetypes of woman warriors has survived through centuries (1). The core 
of this myth is in the emphasis that women have only in very exceptional situations taken 
part in warfare. Nevertheless, in the hidden history of women warfare has not been the 
monopoly of men.

On the contrary, women were as much a part of the army as men throughout the ear
liest period of modern European history from the 12th century to the 17th century, as the 
historian Barton C. Hacker has shown (2). The accounts of H.J.C. von Grimmelshausen’s 
Mother Courage (later revived by Bertolt Brecht) and Daniel Defoe’s Mother Ross show



vividly the military contribution of women in the 17th century: they earned pay of profit 
as housekeeper, sutler, whore, nurse, laundress, cook, and even soldier.

The military system was for women an institution of sustenance, but it was system 
for the subordination of women, as well. From the very beginning the military system has 
been sustaining prostitution, e.g. by regulating the soldier’s right to marry, in the 13th 
and 14th centuries the numbers of noncombatant following the armies could be very great. 
For example, in the logistics of the armies it was customary to speak about the number of 
mouths (bouches/bocas) which were to be fed, and not only about the numbers of soldiers. 
This was a useful distinction, because the difference between mere soldiers and ’mouths’ 
could be surprisingly great: there could be 4.000 mouths for 1.000 soldiers and a typical 
calculation was 5.000 mouths for 3.000 men. (3).

The eighteenth century was a turningpoint in the development of the roles of women 
in the military system. Women as sutler, cooks and nurses came increasingly under direct 
military control and many of them acquired a semiofficial status. All kinds of regulations 
were made: in the early American army in the 18th century George Washington ordered 
that in war only a limited number of prostitutes would be permitted and a figure of 
six women per 100 men in camp was fixed as the norm (4). The presence of these camp 
followers was not always thought to be of benefit, and when marching through Philadelphia 
in 1777 Washington ordered that ’’ not a woman belonging to the Army is to be seen with 
the troops on their march through the city” .

What formally outdated the use of women in the support services was the transfor
mation of almost every aspect of military technique and organization in the 19th century. 
The professionalization of the armies did not proceed at the same pace in every army, 
however. When Florence Nightingale travelled to Scutari to organize nursing services for 
the wounded soldiers, she met soldiers’ wives, which were part of the British army in 
the Crimea, drawing pay for doing the men’s laundry etc (5). There fore the illusion of 
Nightingale that "perhaps no woman has seen as much of the horrors of war” is difficult 
to understand.

2. Women in the World Wars

In the 20th century, women were the rediscovered resource of the two world war. In 
the First World War this rediscovery was made so suddenly that the actual mobilization 
of women was a long and complicated process. Or as two historians analyze the situation 
(6):

Even a brief glance at the nomenclature and the dates of formation of 
the units of women in the World War I period indicates clearly that 
their formation was unplanned and that there were considerable overlap 
and intersection of organizations and abundant lack of agreement and 
clarity about roles of women in war.

During the First World War women served in three basic capacities in the support 
services: as civilian, paid or voluntary, in various support functions, in women s military 
units (auxiliaries) and as nurses.



One of the most interesting changes during the First World War was that the move
ments for female suffrage joined the military support services in almost all countries at 
war. The political tactics of the suffragettes was to win the suffrage through war efforts
-  and there is still the strong myth that women were given suffrage for example in the 
United States and in Great Britain as a compensation for their assistance at war. But 
this is really a myth: some historians argue that the introduction of female suffrage was 
only postponed by the war -  what is more interesting -  in Great Britain there was no 
compensation for the bulk of women participating in war efforts. When women were given 
suffrage in Great Britain in 1918, only women over 30 years were included, although most 
of the women in the military activities were under 30 years old. It took ten years before 
all women over 21 years were give suffrage. (7).

The Second World War was a war of different magnitude as far as the mobilization 
of women was concerned. While in the First World War the number of women in the 
women’s auxiliary military units was in Great Britain 80.000 and 18.000 in the USA, the 
approximate number of women in the military services in the Second World War was the 
following:

Soviet Union 800.000 women in the military
250.000 women as military nurses
800.000 women in the Red Cross and Red Crescent

USA 280.000 women in the auxiliary units (WAC)
68.000 women as military nurses

United Kingdom 550.000 women in the auxiliary units (WRNS, ATYS,
WAAF)

30.000 women as military nurses

Germany 250.000 women in auxiliary military units (Women’s
Signal Auxiliaries, Air Force Women’s 
Auxiliary, Staff Auxiliary, as ’’ civilians 
serving with the Armed Forces” )

As a comparison we may note that in the Soviet Union women’s economic experience 
and technical skills, the regime’s determination to use women in any capacity they could, 
and the relative absence of a belief in the fragility of women determined the massive and 
direct role that the women played in the Second World War. In the United States and In 
Great Britain women were mobilized with the help of special laws, but they were used in a 
severely limited way. In Germany the attitude to the mobilization of women was different: 
they were hardly mobilized or used at all in direct military activities. Only before the final 
collapse of the Third Reich, in March 1945 Hitler very reluctantly acceded to the requests 
and authorized the creation of a women’s combat battalion, but the end the Reich meant 
an end to these plans.

It is impossible to evaluate the significance of the women’s role in the Second World



War, but perhaps there is a grain of truth in the compliment offered by Albert Speer after 
the war to a U.S. Army Commander:

How wise you were to bring your women into your military and into 
your labour force. Had we done that initially, it could well have affected 
the whole course of the war. We would have found out, as you did, that 
women were equally effective, and for some skills, superior to males.

When the war was over, the demobilization of women took place very soon. As in 
the mobilization period women were thought to volunteer in order to free soldiers for 
combat assignments, it was "self-evident” that after the wax women would voluntarily 
return to traditional, feminine activities. Thereby after the demobilization there were
2.000 women in the Soviet military, 14.500 women in the US military, 20.000 women in 
the military auxiliary corps of the United Kingdom — and after the demobilization there 
were no military forces in Germany.

3. Women in the Modern Military System

After the Second World War there have been different phases in the integration of 
women in the military system. During the first phase, the women’s auxiliary corps in 
the United States and in Great Britain were re-organized and integrated directly to the 
military. At the same time, in 1949 in Israel the law on military service included women 
between 18 and 34 years.

During the second phase in the 1960’s, women were integrated in the military in
stitutions of France, Japan, German Democratic Republic and Denmark, it seems that 
the third phase in the mobilization of women into military activities still continues in the 
1980’s. Already in the 1970’s there were measures taken in this direction in Canada, Bel
gium, Greece, Sweden and Norway -  and in the United States women entered the military 
academies in 1976. In the Netherlands the sexual equality act of 1979 resulted in the inte
gration of the women’s military corps into the regular military and into combat activities, 
as well. The state commission for equality affair stated that the access of women to combat 
activities and other military activities was a long step towards complete equality between 
sexes.

It is of similar interest to notice that in the USA the feminist National Organization 
of Women (NOW) opposed the exclusion of women from the plans to reintroduce the 
draft system in the USA. And in Sweden the chairperson of the council for equality affairs 
expressed her satisfaction in 1981 when the first female recruits were accepted to the 
Swedish army and "the final masculine stronghold was conquered” .

There are some theories of relevance in this context. The political scientist Ali Mazrui 
has argued that in order to put an end to male political dominance, the steps in this 
direction must include the increasing militarization of womanhood, while it is a question 
"o f the historical linkage joining statehood and the control of physical force, of that between 
politics and the instruments of coercion, and of that connecting power to warriorhood” . 
In a similar way, David Segal has noted that denying women the opportunity to volunteer 
for combat assignments may also be denying them the right to full citizenship, because



’’ for the past 200 years, the role of combat soldier has been integrally associated with the 
role of citizen” . (7).

Already in the 1950’s the Algerian sociologist Franz Fanon, referring to the armed 
struggle in his own country, stated that the experience of violence and armed struggle 
would bring about revolutionary changes in the condition of women. His idea of military 
activities and the military forces as the modernizers of society is, however, to a great extent 
only a myth.

The central problem is how can the military system function as modernizer in the 
society, when there are no clear signs of modernization within the military system. The 
tasks of women serving in the military is a case in point. For example, in the USA in 1972, 
90% of the enlisted women on active duty were found in traditional (administrative and 
medical) jobs. To give another example: there is a myth about the fighting effectiveness of 
the Women’s Corps of the Israeli Defence Forces. In the Women’s Corps, CHEN (means: 
Charm), more than two-thirds of women were clerical workers, doing secretarial jobs. This 
is the other side the military career of women.

But even if the military system does not emancipate women, more women are still 
needed in the military -  if the traditional concept of mass army is to be maintained. 
Demographic trends indicated that there is a continuing decline in the number of young 
men who are the appropriate age for entering the military services in several countries. 
Tables 1 and 2 show the development of births in some countries and for example in the 
Federal Republic of Germany, in Great Britain, In the United States and also in smaller 
countries such as Denmark and Sweden the declining trend of births is visible.

In the seventeenth century there were not many alternatives for women who became 
camp followers and sutler -  the alternatives were pauperism or crime. To draw an analogy, 
in many countries the military system may seem like a useful alternative to expensive 
university education -  or unemployment. The visible role of the military system as an 
employment agency blurs the increasing trends in the militarization of women.
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